Since 2000 the relatively old CSSL standard for simulation systems has become obsolete, and new standards and techniques for system simulation are arising. At modelling level, Physical Modelling or Component-based Modelling has introduced a new era for multidomain modelling and system simulation. The 'components' may be part of textual or graphical libraries in various domains. With Modelica and with competitive VHDL-AMS modelling languages with a certain standard have emerged, using component-based modelling with a-causal relations; the figure at right shows graphical physical modelling in mechanics and electrical engineering. Of course it makes sense to couple this component based a-causal graphical modelling with the classical signal-oriented graphical modelling.
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From mathematics' viewpoint, instead of explicit state models now implicit 'law-oriented' model descriptions have become basis for subsequent simulation, resulting in implicit differential-algebraic systems (DAEs). The additional algebraic equations have emerged a new problem, which relates to simulation level. In principle, the simulator must translate the model description into a DAE system with proper structure of differential and algebraic equations for the extended state space (consisting of differential states and algebraic states), so that a 'modern' DAE solver can handle the implicit state space model with sufficient accuracy and sufficient convergence. These conditions are given, if roughly speaking, dependencies of differential states and algebraic states are not too 'weak'; unfortunately this is not the case in many e.g. mechatronic systems. Here either the simulation system is capable of automatic symbolical 'extension' of the systems (introduction of new differential states by differentiating the system symbolically -so-called index reduction), or the model description is split into different models, whereby the algebraic conditions only control switching between the models (handling a Structural-dynamic System). Consequently modern DAE solvers offer also features for state event handling: the solver checks the algebraic condition.
The algebraic equations, e.g. constraints, are coming along with another new challenge, with structural dynamic systems, which on the other hand are also coming along with parallel and serial model coupling (co-simulation). Constraints are very often coupled with state-dependent conditions for their validity -like loss of freedom, etc., requiring a conditional change of the model description controlled by thresholds etc . -and resulting in Structural-dynamic Systems; the problem of state event description and state event handling becomes much more complex than in classic ODE models and raises new questions for proper hybrid model description. Hybrid systems and Structural-dynamic Systems are more or less efficiently supported at modelling level, but another novelty in system simulation can help: statechart descriptions.
While object oriented programming became the quasi standard of software development, the object-oriented modelling paradigm, as a method for modelling of systems, has emerged as very useful for modelling of simulation models and object-oriented techniques have been introduced in simulation modelling. Especially statechart diagrams as part of the Unified Modelling Language (UML), a set of graphical modelling techniques and the de facto modelling standard in object-oriented programming, have shown to be really useful for discrete event simulation modelling.
xxv Statechart diagrams were introduced by David Harel of the Weizmann Institute of Science in the 1980s. He extended the conventional state-transition-diagram formalism by the concepts of hierarchy, concurrency and communication. The basic principles of state-transition modelling include only a handful of concepts, basically drawing states a system can be in and transitions from one state to another. But not until the adding of the principles invented by Harel, statechart modelling became a powerful and at the same time easy to apply method to model arbitrary systems. The first version of statecharts was applicable for just discrete systems, but in the meantime a real time compliant version as part of the UML for real time (UML-RT) -standard, was developed, allowing also 'dynamic states' governed by ODEs/DAEs. With hybrid statecharts -the figure at left shows an example for the pilot ejection model -the era of Dynamic Statechart Modelling started.
The Physical Modelling approach sets new challenges for the translators of simulation systems, with some side effects to the environments (simulation level/runtime level/experiment level) of the simulation systems. The Dynamic Statechart Modelling approach not only sets challenges for the modelling level, the approach but also sets challenges for the experiment level and the approach constitutes a generic alliance between model frame and experimental frame -in contrary to Zeiglers early postulation of 'separation of model frame and experimental frame'. These developments can be characterised and classified by challenging features, as well for the model frame as well as for the experiment frame, as well as for the environment of the simulation system: The features on the one side constitute challenges for the simulation system, but on the other side their availability or their lack cause advantages and disadvantages, and sometimes the availability may also become a risk.
Model
The discussion of impact of the challenging features for simulation systems is based on the ARGESIM Benchmarks -Benchmarks for Modelling Approaches and Simulation Techniques. Up to now twenty benchmarks have been defined, and about 320 solutions / results / suggestions for modelling and implementation have been sent in and published in SNE (Journal Simulation News Europe). These results allow various evaluations and give deep insight into modelling approaches and features of simulators and about the nature of the challenging 'new' features. xxvi Speaker's Biography Felix Breitenecker is professor for Mathematical Modelling and Simulation at Vienna University of Technology and head of the ARGESIM group which is involved into master programs, PhD programs and various research projects in modeling and simulation and which is editing the journal SNE -Simulation News Europe and running benchmarks on M&S approaches.
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